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The l 996 4'orld Gmgress on Coastal and Mminc
TounsrrL  CMT96! waa propped to bring together
diverse people to share their various experiences
in and ideas for ma~kg and developing coastal
and marine tourism. The focus was pur. on stories
 or case studies! about experiences, whether
good, bad, or ugly; ideas, concepts, or strategies;
management and developtnent tools, lit» manu-
als, technology, assessments, and models; and
how people and places are aRected by or can
produce successful, manageable, and marlcetable
tourism.

1n the previous Congress in l990, delegates
set out to examine the opportunities and chal-
lenges posed by rhe growth of the coastal and
marine sector of mternarional tourism. At that
meeting, business and government representa-
tives, community leaders, and scientists agreed
that successful, sustainable tourism must be a
careful blend of integrated planning and develop-
ment, with collaboration among communities,
resource managers, businesses and industry,
education, and not-for-profit organizations.

How far have we come since 1990? The
1996 Congress bthgs together the same diverse
interests to discuss, debate, and create solutions
and strategies 6x sustainable tourism develop-
ment in coastal locales

This compilation of abstracts for CMT96
presents mq'eriences and ideas related to the
concepts of susesinable tourism; developing and
managing coastal attractions, cubism, and
marine protected areas; and alternative develop-
ment options including facility design and
technological sol urions.

Abstracts are listed in alphabetical order ot'
the first author with the exception of six authors
whose abstracts were received too late to be
incorporated into the original production wort.
These five abstracts are included in the "Adden-
d urn."



Coastal Resort Regeneration�
Success or Failure? Key
Lessons for the Future

Dr. SheeIa Agarwal
School of Leisure and Food Management
Sheffield Hallarn University
Totley Campus
Totley Hall Lane
Sheffield S17 4AB
United Kingdom
Phone: +44 0114 2532940
'Fax: +44 0114 243288I

The main purpose of this paper is to examine the
effectiveness of three similar regeneration programs,
drawing heavily upon research carried out along the
South Coast of England. Their key strategic
approaches are outlined, and the aims and objectives
of the projects are detailed. Indepth analysis reveaLed
the impact and outcome to be extremely variable;
success was conditioned by a number of factors:   I !
the scale at which regeneratiori was operationalized;
�! the scope and range of the issues that the projects
intended to resolve; and �! the relationship between
the public and private sectors. Finally, regeneration
was influenced by the diversity of business cultures
that exist amongst the resorts' tourism operators.

The findings of this study point to a number of
lessons for future resort regeneration Close
cooperation between the public and private sectors is
critically important. Projects must be small in scale,
and their objectives clearly defined and highly
focused. Tourism operators also must be encouraged
to put aside individual dilerences and etnbrace an
overall strategy. Thus, the following
recommendations are prcyosed. The formation of a
"Tourism Forum," funded and supported by all public
and private sector tourism-related businesses, will
provide a more appropriate vehicle for resort
regeneration. In addition, the individual pres of
professionalism, variability, repositioning, and
adaptation � which encompass the overall strategy of
product transformation � should continue to be
actively instigated and more widely adopted.

Environmental Ca~�ing
Capacity vs Economic Priority:
Hard Choice in Decision
%&king on Tourism
Development

M. Mahbub Aiam

Marine Fisheries Academy, Chittagong, Bangladesh
Present Address: Marine Affairs Program
Dalhousie University
Halifax, NS, Canada B3H 4H9
Phone:  902! 429%272
Fax:  902! 494-1001
Email: malam@iacM.ca

M. Niamul Naser

Dept. of Zoology, University of DhaIra, Bangladesh
Present Addressi Department of Biology
Dalhousie University
Halifax, NS, Canada B3H 4! I
Phone:  90Z! 4266269
Fax:  902! 494-3736
Email i rnagurteis.dal.ca

As a consequence of demands of hard currency and
foreign exchanges, development of new tourist resorts
is now given priority in Bangladesh This opportunity
attracts many investors and entrepreneurs, As a
result, some islands and sea coasts with vulnerable
ecosystems are being devejoped into tourist resorts.
Most of the expansion has been done with no or very
Little environmental consideration. In addition,
multipuq:use coastal uses in the same areas have
increased adverse impacts on the system This
complex situation conflicts with the theme of
sustainable tourism. This article deab with the
concept of priority to determine environmental
carrying capacity in vulnerable ecosymems, and to
achieve sustainable tourism development whde
assuring environmental preservation. We suggest that
conservation of nature should be the first concern of

sustainable tourism development. This strategy will
provide long-term preservation of biodiversity for
economic growth in countries such as Bangladesh,
where great opportunity is underutilized or
nlisllianaged.
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The presentation outlines various joint
comtnunity education promvams, research, and
managimuntt strategies that have been successtul in
protecting, understanding, and "wisely using" this
precious ecosystem

The presentation discusses interaction of the
tourism industry and reef managers in dealing with
challenges and issues of real and perceived concerns,
such as increased population pressures, use conflict
and equity, and benefits and regulations.

Management of a Fragile and
Coveted Tropical Isle
Ecosystem: Moorea  French
Polynesia!

Annie Aubanel

Service de Vurbanisme
BP 866 Papeete
and

Criobe, BP
1013 Moorea

French Polynesia
Phone: �89! 46.81.66
Fax: �89! 45.53.01

Situated in the Society Archipelago, the island of
Moorea has a surface area of 134 Icm2, a littoral plain
of 23 Itm2 containing 10,000 inhabitants, a lagoon
of 49 km2, and a 70 Icm coastline. Human activity is
concentrated on the north face   I/3 of the coastline!
of the island.

In spite of a certain degree of environmental
deterioration due to rapid and anarchic
development, the natural beauty of the island is
uncontestable, and tourism remains the principal
motor for the economy. Ahhough a specific xone for
tourism has not been designated, hoteb are
concentrated on the north side and accommodate
90,000 tourists annually. Fishing within the lagoon
supports at least 100 families and is an undissociable
component of Polynesia lifestyle.

ln order to assure the perennity of resources while
guaranteeing envirorunental protection, and to
provide for marbtgement of potential conflicts
between different use activities, a Maritime Space
Management Plan, covering a zone extending from

the barrier reef to the shoreline, is in preparation. A
multidisciplinary group &om diverse government
services has drafted a preliminary plan after a three-
year prel:stratory phase, characterized by numerous
meetings with representatives of the diverse activity
sectors concerned, Composed of pr essed activity use
maps and regulations, it represents the result of
confrontation between scientific, economic, and
social constraints and considerations. It will be
submitted to the general public for advice before fmal
approval and adoption by the government.

An implementation time frame of three years is
intended with the principal anticipated obstacle
being acceptance of new constraints by an insular
population whose origins, values, and sensitivities are
different.

Using Advertising
Effectiveness and Visitor
Satisfaction Information for
Market Planning

Kenneth BacItman
'Ihe Strom Thurtnond Institute
Clemson University
Clemson, SC 29634-5 130
USA

Phone:  864! 656-0210
Fain  864! 656-4780
Email: Iten@stro~emson..edu

Sheila BacItman
The Strom Thurmond Institute
Clentson University
Cletnson, SC Z9634-5 130
USA

Phoae:  864! 65&@208
Fax:  864! 65~780
Ematl hacIr@demsonMu

Nature-based tcnxrism and science tourism are

among some of the growth areas of the tourism
industry. According to the WTTC �992! nature-
based tourism accounted for 7 percent or $14 billion
of worldwide travel expenditures. This sector of the
industry is projected to grow at the rate of 20 � 25
percent in the near f'uture,
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Conner Bailey
ANriicultuxal Economics
Cxsxner Hal
Auburn University
Auburn, AL 36849-5406
USA

Phone: �34! 844-5632
Fax- '�34! 844-5639
Email S cbailey@ag~ubuxn.edu
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AS COmpetxtxxm {Qr nature-based tOurism mCrease3
between states, regions, or destinations as a means of
stimulating economic development, information
related co the effectiveness of destination advertising
will become key to the developxnent of promotional
campaigns. Also, information related to visitors'
satisfaction with rheir nature-based vacations is
important inhumation {or managers co have as rhey
modify or terminate aspects of their nature-based
tourist product. The paper uses the findings from two
applied nature-based tourism research projects
conducted in coastaL South Carolina. The first
pxoject exaxuined the impact of a newspaper
advertisexnent and bxochure on respondents'
awareness of, interest in, and intention co visit the
South Carolina coast. The second project
investigated ch» visitors' perception of quality and
value of three coastal nature-based experiences, This
session will provide attendees with the opportunity to
leam about  a! media placement,  b! effectiveness
meaaxurement, and  C! methOdS CO retain customers.

Sustainable Community
Development Through Coastal
and Marine Taurisrn.'
Opportunities and Constraints

Coastal communities typically utilize a diversity of
marme and terrestrial resource systems. This diversity
provides coastal communities a greater degree of
stability chan is comxnon among most rea~ce-
dependent communities. Tourism development can
play a positive role in coastal communities thxough
creation of additional economic niches, generating
income and employment opportunities thxough non-
excractive activities. However, such development also
can lead co social dismtegration and economic

poverty. This paper raises a set of questions that focus
on the social and mimic impact of coastal and
marine tourism on coastal communities. The central
cimcern is: Who benefits from tourL~an development?
ln practice, the answer co this distributional question
will be deterxnined in large part by the locus of
control over investment and participation in the
tourism industry, and whether there are conflicts in
resouxce use between the community and the
industry. Large-scale, capital-intensive tourism
developxnent necessarily draws on financial resources
well beyond the capacity of most coastal
communities. Dependency on outside sources of
capital results not only in repatriation rather than
local reinvescmenc of profits, buc also typically in
outsiders being recruiced for managerial and skilled
employee positions. V/here significant investment is
made, the tourism industry may press for zoning
controls or ocher restrictions which limit the ability
of local residents co participate, Further reducing local
benefits. Coastal and marine courisxn may result in
direct harm to local interests in the event of conflict
over resource use between local residents and the
tourism industry  e.g,, restrictions on fishing, damage
by tourists of coral reefs, ecc.!. Recognizing these
threats to the stability of coastal communities, it
should be possible co plan coastal and marine tourism
in such a way as co promote sustainable development
of both the industry and the communities where the
industry is located. The argument advanced m this
paper is chat policies which maximize local
paxNcipation in the industry and which respect
traditional resource use rights are central to achieving
such goals,



An Evaluation of Coastal
Tourism Activities in the
Antarctic Peninsula Region

Thoxnas G. Bauer
Department of Hospitality and Tourism
Management
Victoria University of Technology
PO Box 14428

MCMC, Melbourne, Australia 8001
Phone: �1! 3 97435473
Fax; �1! 3 97435473
Exaall: tbauer@ dingo.vut.edu.au

The Antarctic Peninsula is the world's premier
cruise destination, and nearly all Antarctic tourist
activities take place in the coastal zones of th.is ice-
covered region. The paper outlines the mechanics of
Antarctic cruises and discusses the interactions
between Antarctic tourists and the Antarctic
environment. Approximately 9,000 tourists, the
highest number ever, visited Antarctica during the
1995/96 summer season aboard a variety of vessels.
Visitors land at some 70 coastal sites  Stonehouse,
1994!, encounter a great variety of Antarctic wildlife,
and view soxne of the most spectacular cold climate
scenery in th.e world.

As tourist numbers have increased, the tourist-
wildlife eno~ter has come under increasing
scrutiny. Drawmg on the literature as well as on
person@ observations of Antarctic tourism, the
author challenges the notion rhat Antarctic tourism
in its present form is a major threat to Antarctic
fauna and flora Antarctic tourism is at present the
best-managed tourism in the world. Nevertheless,
tourisxn operations could be improved by taking a
more integmted approach to tourism management.

The paper recotnmends improved communication
among Antarctic tour operators and expedition
leaders regarding dates and times of planned visits to
Antarctic wildIIfe sites. Improved coordination of
itineraries would help prevent over-visitation of
certain sites, and thus reduce the potential for
negative environmental impacts. Due to the
"expedition" image of Antarctic cruises and the
coxnxnercial interests of the various operators, the
proposed approach will not be easily 'unpletnented

Using British Columbia's
Coastal Tourism Resource
Inventory in Land Use and
Tourism Planning

Pieter Bekker

Ministry of Small Business, Tourism and Cultuxe
1405 Dougbs Street
Victoria, British Columbia
Canada VSW 3Cl
Phone: �04! 356-8797
Fax: �04! 35~555
Emailr pieter~ bekkexCltbcccOl.tbc.gov.~

The government of British Columbia has a strong
tourism mandate that includes ensuring that tourism
interests are reflected in land use and rx~~
planning processes. Touristn marketing for the
province is based on the theme of "SUPER
NATUF&L, BRITISH COLUMBIA " which
highlights scenery, wilderness, fish and wildlife,
mountains, forests, and coastline.

ln recense, the tourism ministry developed a map-
based tourism resound inventory tnethodology that
uses geographic information systems  GIS!
technology, and apphed it to the entire 27,000
kiloxneters of Canada's Pacific coasdine. The
inventory shows the relative strength of individual
areas to suppott a variety of tourism activities and
development».

Strategic in design, the coastal inventory has been
used for land use planning that includes the
identification and ranking of candidate protected
areas, special xnanagement areas, and priority tourism
use and development areas. It also is being used for
integrated rescxuce management planning. The GIS-
based inventory is the first of its kind in Canada. It
encompas:m existmg tourism use as well as capability
for future use.

Tourism capability is derived thrceyQ computer
modelling developed in consultauon wirh rhe tcexrism
industry. Modelling inputs consist of da~
depicting values important to rourism Each model
defines the cotnbinarion of natural and cultural
resources, and infrastructure needed to support
specific tourisxn products such as coastal cruising,
kayaking, resort development, and sport fishing.
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It discusses the potential for community-based
ecotourism within cities such as Sydney. To examine
this, a region already successful in tourism and
containing a weal th of natural assets was chosen for
review. This area, within sight of Sydney's
slqracrapers, includes national parks, other natural
bush reserves, beaches, marine and harbour reefs of
significant biological interest, and built environment
with significant heritage. There is strong conununity
interest in the environment, and a desire to explore
the potential of tourism as a means of conservation
education and income generation.

The objectives of this initial study were to:

~ Investigate and describe the environment, the
environmentally minded community, and the
small business community involved in tourism

~ Investigare potential ways for these three interests
to interact for mutual advantage of ecological and
economic sustamability, and cornrnunity involve-
rnent in tourism planning and product develop-
ment

~ Establish a year-long pilot study leadmg to guide-
lines and educational materials to promote and
sustain community-based ecotourism in a
ci~, and provide a model for community
involvement in tourism planning
The paper mill highlight how the partnership

between community and environment is essential in
the sustainable tourism equation. It concludes that
sustainability requires:
~ Valuing aH elements that make a tourism product

� The natural assets

� The community context

� The fmanciaI potential

~ Inregrating aH elements

~ Developmg cooperative partnerships

Panel The U-S. National
Marine Sanctuary Program. 'A
Model for Providing Access
and Protection for Marine and
Coastal Resources?

Jodi CasseH, IHodlerator
Marine Advisor

UC Sea Grant Extension Program
300 Piedmont Avenue, Room 305A
San Bruno, CA 94044
USA

Phone: �15! 871-7559
Fax: �I5! 871-7399
Email: jkasseH@ucdavis.edu

The U.S. National Marine Sanctuary Program was
established in. 1972. The four major goals of the
program are to enhance resource protection, facilitate
research, provide interpretation, and provide public
and private use of significant marine areas designated
as marine sanctuaries. Since 1972, 14 National
Marine Sanctuaries have been designated in coastal
and oRshore waters of the United States. This panel
will focus on educating conference participants on
the U.S. National Marine Sanctuary Program, and on
how this program has achieved the sometimes
conflicting goals of providing public access and usage,
while ensuring resource protection for marine and
coastal resmrrces in the U.S. Workshop participants
wiH include representatives from the Sanctuaries and
Reserves Division of the National Oceanographic
and Atmospheric Administration in Washington,
D.C., and sanctuary management petscnnel from a
number of National Marine Sanctuaries throughout
the U.S. Panel participants wiH provide I5- to 20-
minute presentations focusing on the National
Marine Sanctuary Program, in general, and specific
sanctuary progmens that have been designed to
address public access/use and resource management
issues. Presentations abo will address the su~ of
and/or challenges faced by such sanctuary programs.
]odi CasseH, of the UC Sea Grant Extension Program
wiH moderate the pmel discrL%ion foHowing the
presentanons.
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George H. Stankey
People aad Natural Resources Program
Pacitftc Northwest Research Station
c/o Department of Forest Resources
Oregon State University
Corvallis, Oreipm 97331
USA

Phone: �41! 737-1496
Fax: �41! 737-3049
Email: stank~maiLorst.edu
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Regulatory Surfeit: A Case
Study of Hawaii's Permit
Structure for Commercial
Ocean Recreation

Athline M. Clark and Craig D. MacDoaald
State of Hawaii

Department of Business, Economic Development
and Tourism
Ocean Resources Branch
PO Box 2359
Honolulu, Hawaii 96804
USA

Phone:  808! 587-2680
Fax:  808! 587-2777
Email' ceanorb@pixi corn

ln ~i, permits are part of a broader regulatory
framework that indudes state statutes, state
administrative rules, county ordinances, and the
issuance of citations for violations of regulations. The
current permit structure that relates to ocean access is
multi-jurisdictionaL The associated complexity makes
it di%cul t for commercial operators, who are required
to obtain these permits, to comprehend and comply.
This situation has resulted in confusion in the market
place, and has caused the public, the cotamercial
ocean recrearion businesses, and the regulatory
agencies considerable concern.

This paper examines Hawaii's regulatory structure
ftom the perspective of operating permit requirements
itrr commercial ocean recreation access to the
resource The objectives of the analysis are to �!
discuss the permit system as it currently exists, �!
identify characteristics that need to be dianged to
foster the orderly development of the ocean
recreation iridustry in a manner that is economically
viable, environmentally sound, and socially
respotuibte; and �! propose a regulatory regime that
simplifies existing cotaplexity and eliminates
confusion awhile providing for a more efficient permit
process.

This analysis is based on a series of'five facilitated
workshops with the l8 state and county regulatory
agencies involved, to review permit procedures and
discuss methods to improve the regulatory process.
This work was initiated after several years of receiving

an increasing number of requests from commercial
ocean recreation businesses for ctaNfication on the
types of permits required to operate legally in the
state of Hawaii, and the sequence in which these
permits needed to be obtained.

Recreation Site Attributes � A
Framework fOr IdentificatiOn
and Assessment for Coastal
Tourism Management

Roger N. Clark
People and Natural Resources Program
Pacific Northwest Research Station
Forestry Sciences Lab
4943 Roosevelt Way NE
Seattle, Washington 98105
USA

Phoae: �06! 553-7817
Fax: �06! 553-7709

Knowledge of the number, location, and condition
of sites for tourism and tecteatian puqmttes can assist
ruanai~ms and planners m identifying alo~atrves and
evaluating the consequences of other reriource aids in
developing strategies to prevent or mitigate
undesirable iinpacts, while taking advantage of
positive changes to provide a range of desirable public
benefits.

A generic problem confronting planners and
managers in many areas is that many of these
potential sites are widely dispersed over large areas,
making field inventories expensive. More
problematic, however, is the lack of a framework that
identifies the key attributes and conditions of sites
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that make them valuable for tourism and recreation

This paper reports on a case study in which such a
framework and an inm%ce inventory protocol was
developed utilizing existing secondary data sources,
and which was field-tested in coastal southeast
Alaska The paper describes the methodology from
which the framework was derived, presents results
from the perspectives of accuracy and validity, and
discusses the implications and appltcations of the
approach, including possible extension to GIS
systems,

The Concept and Practice of
Integrated Resource
Management: Opportunities
and Barriers for Coastal and
Marine Tourism

Roger N. Clark, Prograxn Manager
People and Natural Resources RDtStA Program
Pacific Northwest Resxmrrh Station
USDA Forest Service
4643 Roosevelt Way N.F
Seattle, WA 98115
USA

Phone: �06! 553-7817
Fax: �06! 553-7709

A key word found in recent literature about
natural resource management is mxepuioa Although
the word appears to have broad accepemce and
appeal, it often is used with xnultiple meanings and
expectations, sorae of which may be in conflict. This
problem is particularly significant with respect to
human values and uses.

The discussion of inc»gxation is timely because of
the ongoing debate about the role of humans and
diverse societal values in ecosystem management.
Basically rhe debate centers around the question: are
humans a part of" or "apart from" ecoeystems? This
question is as relevant for marine sectings as it is for
upland forests.

Regardless of one's perspective, a basic concern
facing policy makers, managers, researchers, and
citizens is how we can improve our ability to

understand, identify, measure, evaluate, and
incorporate into decision making society's diverse
perspectives on the values and uses of natural
resources. Numerous critics of past management
&axneworks and tools suggest chat ecosystem
trtanagemenc will be successful only insofar as these
values are fully integrated at multiple scales, and in
perpetuity.

This presentation explores the concept and
meanings of integration with particular emphasis on
fostering better understanding of rhe social, cultural,
and economic considerations. It summarizes the
literature and presents different perspectives on whse
integration is and is not, and it examines some
apparent barriexs and offers an approach for
improving our capacity for effective integration, both
in the short and long run.

integration is not just an usue of naturd reasurce
managexnent in the U.S. Although different words
have been used, the concept has been in che
literature for many years. And the sicuation we face
in our country is not unique; in fact, it is noc even
unusuaL Many countries and cultures are souggling
with the saxne basic issues and questicuxs � some with
greater, others with lesser success than we %'e have
much to learn from one another.

Tourism Employraent and the
Urbanization Of COaStal BaIi

Judith Cukier
University of Waterloo, Waterloo, Ontario, Canxah
Maxhng Addi»sst
SS 10 Yalta Place

Vancouver, British Cohxmbia V6T-2CZ
Phone: �04! 224M70
Email: breatd@unixg.~

Tourism employment is a major motivator for
inigrarion. Since many rourisx resorts are located in
coastal zones, migration xo these resorts results in
urbanization of the coascal zone. This paper presents
the results of intexviews coxducted in two ~
resort villages in Bali, Indonesia. Tourisxn workers in
four employment categories were surveyed:  I ! hotel
front desk employees; �! guides; �! souvenir kiosk
operators; and �! beach and street vendors.



Although migration has largely been seen as a
rural-to-urban phenomenon, the research
demonstrated that migrants to Bali's coastal resorts
originated from both rural and urban centres.
Furthermore, early migrants to the coastal resorts
were not drawn by the "urban" nature of the resorts,
but rather, by tourism employtnent oppornjnities.
However, continued migration to these resorts has
contributed to the urbanization of the coastal zone.
The resultmg urbanization is of the "desa kota" Form,
described by McGee �991! as a mixture of rural and
urban land use.

Migrants ro Bali were predominantly single males
from Java who worked in the informal sector as
vendors. A small proportion of migrants were married
and had migrated together with family members.
These migrants were found to be permanent, having
never returned to their home villages. As well as non-
Balinese migrants, a significant proportion of the
sample mm Balinese but had migrated from rural
areas to the coasted zone to take up tourism
employment. Both Balinese and noa-Balinese
raigrants were found to have contributed to increased
urbanization in the coastal zone. Attitudes ia these
coastal resort communities were of tolerance ~
new augrants.

The re9meh led to a number of policy
implications for migration to and urbanization of the
coastal zone tourism resorts. lt is important For
govemzatmts and tourism planners to: �! encourage
aad support migrants working in the economically
viable informal tourism sector, �! direct migrants to
employment oppcatunities left vacant by the local
community, �! provide free or low-cost training
courses in Balinese culture and customs for migrants,
and �! direct migrants toward employment
opportunities in other tourism areas to minimize
urban growth of coastal areas.

Managing Marine Tourism
Resources and Experiences:
%hale Sharks in Ningaloo
Marine Park, Western
Australia

Derrin Davis

Centre for Coastal Management
Southern Cross University
POBox 157,1ismore NSW 2480
Australia

Phone: 61 66 203 775
Fax: 61 66 212 669
Email: ddavis@scu.edu.au

Clem Tisdell
Department of Economics
'Ihe University of Queenslazxk
Brisbane QLD 4072
Australia

Phone: 61 7 3365 6242
Fax: 61 7 3365 6666
Email: tisdell@%%8oor~ollizaerce ug.educ

The whale shark, the largest fish in the ocean, is a
docile animal with which snoikellers and divers can
interact in close proximity when the opportunity
arises. Since 1993, Ningaloo Marine Park, on the
coast of %estem Australia, has become world famous
as the only known, readily accessible place where
whale sharks conga~te in significant numbers. This
congregation occurs for only about eight weeks from
March to May each year. Concomitantly, a tourism
industry based on the Whale shark experience," has
developecL The manageraent of this industry is
evolving, as rourimn.

operators and park iitanagers gain experience in
managing tourists, the park, and the anunaL This
paper outlines the development oF the industry and
addresses aspects of the management of the industry,
the whale sharks, and the experiences of those who
dive with the sharks. 1 t also briefly describes the place
of whale sharks in marine tourism in the Ningaloo
Marine Park area. Because Ningaloo Marine Park is
in an isolated location, because of the seasonality of
the industry, and because rhe industry is confined to a
marine protected area managed by a government
agency, the opportunity exists to place management
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on a sustainable basis. The paper also addresses issues
such as separation distances between divers and
~ conymion amongst divers, and the potential
of management strategies based on a corubination of
regulation and economic instruments. Also
considered is the extension of lessons learned in the
management of the mdustry to other areas.

Surfing the Virtual Coast:
CMT Communication and
Collaboration Toward the
21st Century

Bruce De Young Ph.D.
Associate Professor and Sea Grant Specialist
Oregon State University College of Business
209 BexeH Hall

Corvallis, OR 97331-2603
USA

Plxonex �41! 737~95
Faxi �41! 737-3SQ4
Email: deyoungbObus.orson

By the year MIO, the coasted population of the
United States is expected to dramatically increase in
size. The nation's coastal population is expected to
swell by nearly 27 percent froin 1980 leveb, wirh
inore than 151 million additional people moving into
coastal counties.

The recreational activity of new residents, throngs
of tourists, and increasing nimibers of enterprises
serving them is increasir~ the pressures on fragile
coastal resources. While increased enforcement of
regulations can reduce some of the anticipated
envitotunental degradation, expanded information
and education is critical to advancing appropriate
human behaviors.

The challenge is delivering appropriate
information in a tixnely iashion to enaaurage people
taking personal responsibility for decxeasing their
environmental impact. This enormous educational
task is made difFicult by sweeping reductions of public
funding for outreach with coastal residents, tourists,
and recreation enterprises.

New electronic tools are abeady being employed to
address the coastal and marine tourism  CMT!
educational challenge at hand. The imaginative use
of emerging information technology is a strategic
response for addressing the growing demand foi.
educational outreach with a shrinkmg set of huxnan
and financial resources.

Our paper will present thxee examples of
techniques being used to boost CMT communication
and collaboration These include �! forming a
"virtual CMT community,"  Z! distributing CMT
educational resources via Internet/VAV0V, and �!
applying Low Power AM Radio technology to CMT
education. Session participants will gain an
understanding of the sxrengrhs and pitfalls of each
strategy presented.





concerns on the part of public safety oScials and
those reslxmsible for tourisxn policy.

Elements of the hvery operation including
marketing, safety, and policy management can be
identified as importxmt to development of policy
consistent with the tourism and other economic and
environmental tenets of a couununity. The
experiences of hundreds of communities that
routinely deal with liveries throughout the U.S. serve
as examples of both the benefits and the challenges of
this non-consumptive recreational attraction. A
review of how these coxntnunities have adapted to the
changes will help illustrate what opportunities and
pitFalls exist.

The individual livery operation itsetf is a model of
entrepreneurial opportunity It is a form of business
that allows an individual of modest means to enter a
service-related business, while at the same tune
providing tourists with a quality experience that
showcases the uniqueness of the local xnarine
environment. The market access needed to stimulate
forxnation of this type of business is consistent with
many other aspects of waterside and marine tourism
of both the consumptive and non~nsumptive

Whale and Dolphin Watching
in Australia

Eva Willxxulnn de Donlea
Sirius Encounters Australian Eco Ventures
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Matxly
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Phone:  +61-2! 9907 0880
Faxx  +61-2! 9948 7773
Mobile: 04 11 11 9323
Exnallx sirius44@ozemail~u

The migratory path of the humpback and southern
right whales from Antarctica to their breeding
grounds in the warmer northern waters envelops the
southern, eastern, and westexn coastlines of Australia,
attracting over 600,000 whale/dolphin watchers per
annum. Issues arising from the need for conservation
of the resource, Iegislationjlicensing, education/
interpretation, and a comprehensive code of practice

are accelerated by the industry's rapid growth and
commercial impact.

The whale/dolphin-watching industry in Australia
is considered at a crucial point of development, when
serious thought must be given to constructive
cooperation between all stakeholders and to
proactive planning

This paper offers a national perspective of
Australia's whale-based tourism industry � its scate of
development, its problems, and proposed solutions.

A GIS-Based Approach to
Integrated Marine Tourism
Planning

I&4. Dutton

j. Duff
S.P. Ginting
Marine Resource Evaluation and Plarming Project
PO Box 1120

Ujung Pandang Sulawesi Selatan
Indonesia

Phone: �411! 455166
Faxr �411! 871385

The Indonesian archipelago is made up of some
17,500 islands. These islands have a coasdine of soxne
81,000 km, and form the basis of an extensive
Exclusive Econoxnic Zone � 8 milhon km'!. In view
of the extent and diversity of coastal ecosystems and
resources, current National Developmerlt Planning
places considerable exnphasis on marine resource
management.

This exnphasis is being amculated by a range of
sectoral initiatives ard in a comprehensive, regionally
focused ~ and Coa.tal Planning Project, h4REP.
The MREP project will produce a xange of strategic,
resource use, zoning, and maruxgement plans for 10 of
Indonesia's 27 provinces. These plans wiH establish
an integxated planrxing framework for marine tourism
and other resource uses.

This paper describes the development of the GIS
databases developed in support of MREP plans. It
focuses especially on the decision criteria used ta
define appropriate forms of marine tourism in each
province and on policy mechanisms for integration of
tourism with other resource uses. The paper
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concludes with a review of the limitations of GIS
technology for marine courism planning.

Economic Impacts of Cruise
Tourism in Australia

Dr Peter Forsyth
Programs H~ Departmeot of Economics
Maclrrthur University of New England
CampbeHtown NSW
Australia 2560
Phone:  &f6! 2032&
Fax: �46! 266683
Email: pforsyth@mets.une ~u

Recognizing the potential of cruise shipping, the
Aucratian government set aside Rmding in its 1993�
94 budget ro examine what government and industry
must do to help develop Auscraha as a more
attractive and competitive cruising destination. The
resulting report, A ¹iand Cruise Shipyirq, S rraregy,
examines the nation's current position in the worM
cruise market, the existing opportunities to increase
market share, and rhe impediments to growth.

Using a framework of analysis developed by the
auChOrS, thiS paper provideS SOrne tentative eStiroatcS
of the economic impact of cruise tourism in Australia.
The direct. expenditure impact of cruising indudes
passenger expenditures during the cruise and on
tours, meals, and shopping m Australia as well as
Mme prc- and pOSt-CcuiSC air travel and
accommodation. Operator expenditures on ship
stores, food and beverages, wacer, fuel, and
maintenance also can be substantial. Governments
and port authorities also receive revenue through the
range of federal, stat», and territory taxes and port
charges applying to the passage of vessels in
AuscrallRIl waters. Two examples are provided to

illustrate the potential benefits to Australia from
growth in cruise tourism. The firsc example involves a
purely coastal cruise with two visits to stopover ports
and one co a horne port. The second example
involves an 11-day cruise tn international waters,
departing from Sydney with stopovers in Vila and
Suva

One finding of the paper is that cruise tourists are
"higher-yield" tourism, spending, on average, much
higher amounts per day than other categories of
international tourists. Another is thac home-porting
cruise ships in Australia, with a marketing emphasis
on fly-cruise padorges for inbound tourists, has the
greateSt pOtential fOr generating large expenditure
inflows to the nation. The economic impacts will,
however, be reduced to the extent that foreign
visitors simply switch from a land-based Australian
holiday ro cruise tourism, and where Australian
residencs take a cruise rather chan a domestic holiday.

While the empirical issues rely on Australian data,
the theoretical issues discussed in the paper are of
generic importance. Researchers and policy makers
can etnploy the framework developed by the authors
to develop greater understanding of the economic
impaCt Of CruiSe tourism.
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Ray Tabata
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Many Sea Grant Extension progrstxns across the
United States have begun working with community
leaders, resource agency officials, and tourism industry
representatives to develop ecotourism as a xneans af'
economic sustainability within communities. Sea
Grant is ideally suited for this role since it can serve
as a catalyst for exnerging economic development
opportunities by using outreach and educational tools
to help groups achieve their desixed goals.

The workshop will assemble Ave Sea Grant
Extension professionals to discuss their coons in the
area of ecotourisxn. Initially, the concept of
ecotourism will be introduced along with its defining
characteristics. Each panel member will then discuss
their involvement in various aspects of ecotourism
within their states. The Arst two speakers  from
Hawaii snd Delaware!, who have each been involved
in ecotourism activity in their states for about two
years, will talk in general terms of their efforts to
stimulate ecotourisxn activity to date. The next
speaker, fram South Carolina, will discuss how he
sees his state's progress after nearly four years of
involvement. The Anal two speakers will present case
studies on econourism activity in their states:  I ! a
discussion of a conceptual master plan that is serving
as a guide for the development of sustainable nature-
based totirism in a Florida county, and �! a
presentation on how Sea Grant's efforts have been
instrumental in establishing Underwater Preserves in
Michigan to protect and preserve historic shipwrecks.

The presentations focus on success stories, because
of Sea Grant's involvement, and on stumblmg blocks
due to economic, rnstinitional, cultural, or other
constraints. ln addition, a consensus wN be reached
by the panel on what @~aches have been the most
successful and why. Finally, the panel will present,
with workshop participants' input, recommendations
and guidelines that may be helpful to those beginning
or expanding ecotourism ventures in the future.
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Ecostar � A Program for
Identifying Ecotourism
Activities that Support
Sustainable Development in
Coastal Regions
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Ecostar is a praposed pxogram that would recognize
organizations, corporations, or activities that adhere
to a standard of development or operation which
causes minimal adverse environmental impact.

Increase in tourisxn have brought many coastal
regions to a threshold at which the experiential
satisfaction of the tourist and the economic
satisfaction of the investors begin to decline due to
degradation of the envin>nment. Ecotourisxn
combines ecology and tourism in an educational
experience together with preservation of the visited
environment. To achieve successful ecotourism and
establish sustainable development within coastal
regions, it is necessary that ecotourism planning
becoxne the leading rool for promacing
environmental protection. The Ecostar program can
identify rhe successes in this area. Criteria for Ecastar
must be based on national and international
standards for physical, chemical, and biological
mdicators of an ecasystexn's air, land, and water
condition. Qualitative and quantitative parameters
will include: biological oxygen demand  BOD!,
chemical oxygen demand  COD!, COZ, pH,

coliforxns, organic matter, heavy metals, transparency,
acid rain, hydrography, and biodiversity. To earn
Ecostar endorsement, the activity should have no ar
little adverse impact an the environment. The
evaluation of this ixnpact involves scientific
assessment of each area affected by the tourism
activity. Hotels and other tourism-related
infrastxuctures will benefit economically and
ecologically by supporting long-terxn resource
management solutions. Competition within tourism
now will be based on the quality of the environment
and preservar.ion of ecosystexns, as well as on "staxs"
for human creature caxnforts,

With the implementation of Ecostar, ecotourisxn
can becoxne a legitixnate force for preserving
biological diversity and socio-cultural heritage, and
for promoting sustainable development on which
coastal tourism depends.

Ecotourism in Pohnpei

Jane Gallen
External AHairs Office
FSM National Government
Palikir, FM 96941
Phone: �91! 320 Z544
Fax: �91! 320-2933

The author spent five months on her home island
of Pohnpei working with The Nature Conservancy,
Pohnpei OfFice of Tourism and Parks, and Pahnpei
Division of Forestry to develop a database of existing
and potential ecoraurism sites of Pohnpei. The
researcher evaluated ecotourism sites in communities
via survey questionnaixes, interviewed site owners or
operators, and researched legends and history behind
each sire. Information collected was compiled into a
database, and then compiled, with drawings rendered
from pictures taken by the author, inta a Pohnpei
ecotourism guidebook. This informational and
educational guidebook ofFets information an site
locations, accessibility, and contact names, as well as
cultural guidelines and environmental insights for
visitors,

This project revealed some intexesting findings
which highlight ecotourism's potential in Pohnpei
and some of the problexns that need to be addressed
when developing such sites. These include the lack af
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Specifically, the paper describes the characteristics of
ultrasonic noise in waves and evaluates their
potential influence on human physiology.

At present, even in the medical area, intemction
problems and physiological mechanisms between
ultrasonic and brain waves are not clarified. However,
their specific eflects have been observed through
many experiments. High frequency  ultrasonic!
waves are not normally recognized as sound by most
humans; however, it is known that these waves reach
the brain through the skin and airborne vibrations,
and these stimuli are beheved to have some influence
on brain function and information processing. Recent
studies in the field of musicMor instance, from
analyses of Gamelan music in Balue reported
that ultrasonic waves influence the brain by vitalizing
the alpha wave. To determine the extent of these
influences from coastal processes, studies were carried
out using both artificially produced ultrasonic noise
and actual coastal wave noise.

The major findings of the research to date are that:
1! Eight out of 12 study partidpants showed alpha

wave vitalization after 20 to W seconds of ultra-
sontc exposure.

2! Specific sound pressure and frequency changes
were observed to vitalize the alpha brain waves.

3! Natural u/trasonic noise has a demonstrably higher
stimulus ePect than artificially produced ultrasonic

lt is expected that application of these results to
coastal regions may add a new diinension to
ecot~ The implications of these findings for the
measurement of coastal processes and for
understanding human interaction with coastal
environments are discussed and further research
needs outlined

The Economic Value of U.S.
Beaches

James R. Houston
Coastal Engineering Research Center
U.S. Army Engineer Waterways Experiment
Station

3909 Halls Ferry Road
Vicksburg, MS 39180
USA
Phoner �01! 63+2000
Fax: �01! 634 2055
Email: jbouston@cerc.wes.army.mil

The paper discusses rhe value of beaches to the
U.S. national economy. Few realize that travel and
tcarrism already is America's largest 'mdustry,
employer, creator of new jobs, and earner of foreign
exchange. Although computers, information
highways, and other high-tech industries grab the
news, travel and tourism have been providing the
economic ~, jobs, and foreign exchange that
make the U.S. increasingly competitive in a world
economy.

Beaches are key to U.S. tourism, since they are the
leading tourist destination, with historical sites and
parks being second most popular, and other
destination choices minor by comparison. Coastal
states receive about 85 percent of U.S. tourist-related
revenues, largely because of the tremendous
popularity of beaches. For example, a single beach,
Miami Beach, has more annual tourist visits than
Yellowstme, the Grand Canyon, and Yosemite
National Parks coinbined.

Many countries recognize travel and tourism's
importance to economic growth and international
catnpetitiveness. Examples are given of countries
spending far more than the U.S. on beaches,
including a massive program in Spain to restore
existing beaches and develop cotnpletely new ones.

The return on investment of beach restoration is
discussed with Miami Beach as an example. Tourist
beach visits at Miami Beach almost tripled aver five
years following beach restoration, Annual sperding
just by foreign tourists at Miami Beach is 700 times
the restoration's capitalized cosL Federal taxes from
these foreign tourists at Miami Beach are snore than
the U.S. spends nationally on shore protection and
restoration.
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use, and observing visitor use patterns. Positive
feedback has been received &om private property
owners, ard from state and [ocal agencies.

Coastal Tourism and the
Federal Budget

H. Martin Lancaster
Assistant Secretary of the Army  Civil Works!
Department of the Army
Office af the Assistant Secretary  Civil Works!
108 Army Pentagon
Washington. DC 203154IOS
USA

Phone: �03! 697M71
Pax: �03! 697-3366

Travel and tourism is the United States' largest
industry, einployer, creator of new jobs, and earner of
foreign exchange. Coastal states teceive about 85
percent of the tourist-related revenue. Coastal and
marine tourism, therefore, is a significant contributor
to the creation of jobs, All levels of government
contribute co the provision of this important
economic activity. However, political support for
recreation and tourism often is di%cult to develop,
As such, xhe coastal and marine tourism industry
faces a decline in federal funding support. The
possible effects of this decrease in the federal budget
on coast and marine tourism will be disnissed,

The ECOnOmiCS of Managing
FIOrida'S COral Reefs

Donna J. Lee
Pood and Resource Econoxxucs Departxnent
University of Florid
G M~ PL 3261 1-3646
USA

Phoae: �5Z! 392-1848
Fax. �52! 39Z-3646

Coral reefs are biologically diverse, highly
productive ecosystems providing the habitat for one-

Iourth of all of the world's marine species. At 220
miles in length, the reef line in Florida Bay is one of
the world's largest and also is among the world's inost
economically developed, generating $I billion in
annual fishing and tourism revenues. The uniqueness
and beauty of Florida Bay's reefs attract visitors and
researchers from around the world. In recent years,
expanding agricultural acreage and booming urban
growth has resulted in declining coral coverage and
reduced species diversity in Florida Bay's coral reefs.
A survey of Florida Bay's reefs nieasured lost coral
coverage of up to 44 percent and diminished species
diversity of 13 to Z9 percent over a six-year period
&om 1984 to 1991. Suspected culprits of the losses
are algal blooms from nutrient loading  i.e., fertilizer
runoff and sewage Rows! and rising salinity from
upstream freshwater diversions. Because of Florida's
dependence on coastal tourism and fishing as primary
sources of state income, protection of the reef
ecosystem is vital to the future of the state's economy.

In addressing Florida Bay's problems, traditional
economic theory would dictate taxing pollution and
water use at rates that would reduce pollution loads
and restore fresh water Rows to optimize returns to all
activities in the area. In reality, institutiorial,
political, and physical barriers make implementation
of a tax policy either impossible or highly impracticaL
This study develops a conceptual &amework for
evaluating "second-best" policies, alternative policies
in light of the bamers preventmg traditional
approaches. Efficiency improvements through water
conservation and waste reduction suggest themselves
as low-cost means of ixnproving environmental
quality through more efficient use of inputs. Results
&orn this study provide insight on ~erial
alternatives that can help guide future policy.
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Chinese Marine and Coastal
Conservation

Chinese coastal philosophy seeks to preserve the
most scenic coasts and islands, while recognizing the
multiple uses to which coastal zones and ocean
environments are subjected. To date, China has
established a total of 68 national and local marine
and coastal nature reserves. This represents less than
three percent of Chinese coastline and islands to be
declared natural conservation site.~ extremely
low percentage compared with developed countries
such as England and Wales, where 33 percent of the
coast has been defined as Heritage Coasts.

It is essential that China protect and manage its
coastal regions, Laws and regulations must be enacted
to protect the coastal and marine environiuent and to
rescue coastal and marine ecosystems and species.
This paper proposes suggestions to the Chinese
goverrunent for protecting China's finest coastal and
marine areas.

Perception of Ecotourisjn by
Pacific Islanders

Ecotourism has become a generic term for all
ecologically responsible tourisxn. However, it seems as
though there are as many definitions for ecotourism
as there are researchers and practitioners m the field.
For the purist, "ecatc~" means a form of tourism

that leaves the environment relatively undisturbed,
whexeas to others it may appear as though
"ecotourism" is xnexely a trendy way to sell more mass
tourisxn. Furthermore, there may be cross-cultural
differences in the way ecotouxism is viewed. It is clear
that in order for the objectives of environmental
protection, cultural pxeservation, economic
sustainability, and educational value to be
accomplished in ecotourisin, there must be a
consensus on what ecotourisxn is.

This study attempts to determine how Pacific
islanders perceive ecotourism with respect to its
deFinition; what are their island's tourism assets,
beneFits of ecotourism, and obstacles to ecatourism;
and what is needed in order to implement
ecotourism. To this end, two surveys were conducted.
The first involved 24 participants who attended rhe
Pacific 2000 Conference on responsible economic
growth, co-sponsored by the U.S. Economic
Developxnent Agency and the Commonwealth of the
Northern Mariana Islands, held in Saipan in May
1993. The second involved 23 participants of the
Executive Development institute for tourism held at
the University of Hawaii School of Travel Industry
Management in June 1993.

The results indicated that respcmMa depended on
the stage of tourisxn development and familiarity with
the ecotourisin concept Although there was
unanimous support for ecotourism development on
all islands, with the main impetus being
environmental protection, the l~eveloped
economies were relatively more concerned about
cultural pxeservation than economic sustainability.
Other findings include the importance of economic
and cultural benefits, the need ta overcome politics,
and the critical role of education in implementing
ecatourisxn.



The Oceans Biue Foundation:
A Vancouver Response to
Sustainable Tourism

Coralie Mackie
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On June 14, 199Z, Canada joined 172 other
goveriunents at the Earth Summit in Rio de Janeiro,
Brazil to achieve something remarkable. At the
United Nations Conference on Environment and
Development  UNCED!, people put aside
economics, religious, cultural, and political
differences to unanimously adopt Agextda 21,

Since then, the Greater Vancouver Regional
District  GVRD! has approved a 25-year "Livable
Region Stxategic Plan " In November 1995, the
GVRD and the Greater Vancouver Convention and
Visitors Bureau {Tourism Vancouver! organized a
forum in which city, poxt, and regional planners, and
tourism industry professionals discussed a tourisin
development strategy for Greater Vancouver,
Working together, GVRD and Touxism Vancouver
intend to adopt stistainable development principles
that appear in the World Travel and Tourism
Council, World Travel Organization, ard the Earth
Council docuinent, Agenda 21 for the Travel and
Tourism Industry."

One action being taken is the ongoing
developxnent of Oceans Blue Foundation. C~
Blue is a Vancouver-based, non-profit foundation
committed to establishing sustainable tourism and
community development in the world's port cities
Underpinned by a philosophy of putting "Locd
Loyalty and Local Responsibility" first, the
foundation aspires to be a leader in the efforts to
make global tourism a sustainable industry.

Oceans Blue w ill provide l.eadership in four areas
based on the developing Vancouver model including
community prc~pams, strategic planning, measurable
standards, and responsible education. Speciftc

initiatives within these four areas tnclude actions and
practices for tourism businesses.

Oceans Blue will develop a series of practical
actions that individuals, communities, and companies
can take toward achieving sustainability by ustng
tourism as both the focus and catalyst for positive
change.

Coastal Marine Policy in
Hawaii 1986 � 1996 CrisiS-
Pailure-Opportunity
Mike Markxich
1648 Kahako St.
Kailua, Hawaii 96734
USA

Phone:  808! 262M97

During the past decade, ~ tourism in Hawaii
tripled in size and allowed individuals to put
commercial claims on ocean space that traditionally
had been open to all. As a result of these free-market
pressures, coastal communities have been driven by
tremendous demographic and economic change.
Examples include Hanauma Bay, where long-time
residents of Honolulu were displaced from a popular
local beach park by commercial tour groups. Their
complaints led to action by the city goverrunent to
protect the environment there froin unrestricted
touIlsm-

In response to problexns such as this, individual
coastal communities began to call on government to
provide direction. Government offxcials found
themselves balancing the conflicting demands of
economic development, resource allocation, and
resource protection. For guidance, the counties, the
state government and federal agencies spent millions
on studies such as the Main Hawaii Marine Resource
Investigation, the Governor's Taskforce on Ocean
Tourism, rhe Mamala Bay Study, the State Ocean
Management Plan, and the "Sea Grant Studies in
Marine Economics" Series.

These studies generated much useful information
and many worthy recoinmendations. Unfortunately,
there was little political will to implement them.
Consequently, the studies were set aside and
government policies toward ocean resource
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These coastal stresses have continued despite
protective legislation, which has been either ignored
or unenforced, and the conservation efforts of local
citizens and non-government organizanons  NGOs!.
Four such case studies of irreversible environmental
damage are reviewed Results indicate a sharp public
policy reversal is warranted to sustain coastal assets
for future commercial  tourists! and recreational
 residents! value.

This shift ~ a lower-density tourism path is
urgently needed for three reasons:  I ! the current
context of heavy externaI debt and limited resources
available for restoring past damage, �! the
government's pervasive control of coastal resource use
and its ininimal success in econoinic diversification,
and �! the gradual maturation of Antigua toward
becoming a high~ity inass tourism destination
where crowding, asset loss, and decl ining visitor
satisfaction are more the rule than the exception.
Directions for change involve comprehensive
participatory planning, NGO support, and widespread
environmental education.

Marine Tourism in New
Zealand: Environmental Issues
and Options

Susan McKegg
Deisartisient of Marine Science
University of Otago
PO Box 56
L'hmedin

New ir~bnd
Phone: �3! 479 7496
Fax: �3! 479 8336

Keith Probert

Department of lvfarine Science
University of Otago
PO Box 56

Dunedin

New Zealand

Phone: �3! 479 7465
Fax: �3! 479 8336
Email: keith.probert@stonebow.ota~nz

Karen Baird

Department of Conservation
PO Box 5244
Dunedm

New Ze iland

Phone: �3! 477 0677
Fax: �3! 477 8626

john Bell
Department of Marketing
University of Otago
PO Box 56

Dunedin

New 7~

Phone. '�3! 479 8165
Fam �3! 479 8?55
Etnail: johnbell@conunerce.otago.ac.nz

Tourism is the fastest growing sector of the New
Zealand economy, am~ting for more than NZ$3.84
billion in foreign exchange. New Zealand's tourism is
based predominantly on scenic attractions, wildlife,
and natural resources. The country has a diverse and
relatively pristine marine environment, and it is
likely that coastal and marine tourism will become
increasingly impormnt. However, the marine species
and habitats targeted by tourism need to be identified
and environmental implications assessed iF this
growrh is to be managed sustainably.

This study investigated the current status of
marine rourism m New Zealand, with particular
regard to environmental issues and options. The term
"marine tourism" was used to include all conunercial
operations visiting natural areas for the purpose of
diving, recreational Fishing, tour boating and cruises,
ard the viewing of seabirds and marine mammals. A
maillot questionnaire sent to all  -49! commercial
operators was used to profile the industry. The major
types of operation were identified as were the key
areas, species, and habitats targeted by each

New Zealand's marine tourism industry still is m its
infancy; most operations are small, locally controlled
businesses, and have evolved within the past Five
years, Operations are concentrated in several main
geographic areas, although the types of activities and
key atoactions vary between these. Wildlife viewing
is the most common activity, with mare than 65
percent of opetatrws noting seabirds or inarine
mammals as iheir key attraction. Operations located
in the South Island tend izi particular to i'ocus on the
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wildlife viewing of specific species. By comparison,
most North Island operations offer a more general
experience, typically a cruise incorporating fishing,
diving, and snorkeliing.

Coastal Resource Valuation
and the National Estuary
Prograxn

The National Estuary Program  NEP! was
established by Congress in 1987 as part of the Clean
%'ater Act. The primary objective of the Program is
to bring together local govemrnentaI units to identify
estuary-related problems and to recoznrnend
corrective action plans While baseline hydrological
and biological studies have played prominent ro les in
the planning process for most NEP's, few have
included econozzuc studies of value producing
activities associated with the estuary or the eRects of
action plans on economic values derived from the
estuary, This paper presents a review of these
econoznic studies and sutnmrnires the zesults of an
extensive resource valuation study conducted for the
Indian River Lagoon National Estuary Program. The
study addressed both direct and passive use values
using travel costdemand models, fishery productivity
models, property value analysis, and rhe contingent

valuation method. The total annual economic value
for the natural assets of the lagoon were estimated to
be more than $730 million in 1995. Results from the
economic analysis have played an important role in
the selection of action plans to correct water quality
and habitat degradation problems in the lagoon. In
addition, the identification of economic. benefits
attributable to estuary management has been a major
feature of the campaign to convince the public of the
need to implement the recomznended action plans.
The concluding section of the paper provides sozne
discussion on the advantages and disadvantages of
including resource valuation studies in estuary
management planning and future NEP site
evaluations.





 PRRA! in amessing the available resour~ and
public opinion. A total of 20 staff  three women!
representing four ministries participated: Commission
for Tourism, Department of Environment, Integrated
Land Use Planning unit, Investment Pmrnotion
Agency, Fisheries Department, and Forestry
Department. The practical toolkit included serni-
structured interviews  boatmen, women, leaders,
farmers!; seasonal calendars; inapping; transects;
wealth ranking; and public meetings.

Three interdisciplinary teams implemented 3-6
day studies on 12 islets with investor intetest or high
tourism potential; reports were formally presented to
the goveminent. As part af institution-strengthening
initiatives, the nine-month process was jointly funded
by a bilateral donor  FINNIDA! and the World Bank
at a cost of $8,000 U.S.

FieM Work Outccrsnes

�! Islet inhabitants and users, generally poor, are
faced with limited economic alternatives, Agricul-
tural and fishing resources are at capacity. Tourism
could beneFit environmental conservation by diversi-
fication af villagers' income source and enhanced
monitoring of the receurce base. �! Many villages,
despite remoteness, have direct experience with
tourism � mostly day visits by scuba or deep-sea
fishing parties. Even at very low levels, rociocuituraI
impacts  e.g., dress code, cultural violations! are
evident, leading to negative perceptions ard skepti-
cism. �! The main constraint on village-level
development was seen to be a complete lack of
informatian and little local awareness of their tour-

ism options: community-investor contracts, employ-
ment, or the right of regular consultation �!
Villagers mention water supply, schools, and health
care as the anticipated contribution of tourism before
their own involvement in tourism. �! Villagers are
willing to make site tradeoffs � giving up one beach if
access rights to other beaches are guaranteed �! Day
use or small lodging properties are acceptable in same
locations. Villagers would expect to organize boat
trips, run a small restaurant, or sell handicrafts,
although this expertise, equipment, or capital does
not exist presently.

Hotel Environmentalism: A
I.ucrative Proposition

Kimberley Moffitt
HVS Eco Services
372 Willis Avenue

Mineola, New York 11501
USA

Phone: �16! 248 8828, Ext. 239
Fax: �16! 742-3059

It is time for the lodging and hospitality industry to
heed the call of today's consumers who seek
environmental responsibility fram their goods and
services. With cooperative effort and foresight, a
comprehensive hotel envirorunental program can be
easily implemented, resulting in remarkable cost
savings and increased revenues.

To create a successful, profitable environmental
program, a property must focus on the following:
Solid Waste Management � Solid waste reduction,

reuse, and recycling strategies must be developed,
and waste disposal service selected, in order to
reduce waste hauling costs. Eco-sensitive purchas-
ing guidelmes need to be established.

Energy EHiciency � All energy-consuming equipment
and facility-related components of the property
need ta be evaluated. Operational guidelines need
to be developed to ensure maxirnurn efFiciency and

Water Conservation=Consumption patterns and
rates, related equipment, and conservation and
preservation efforts must be analyzed.

Legislative Review � All governmental enviranmen-
tal regulatians must be reviewed to ensure that the
property satisfies legislative compliance.

Employee Education � An in~ernal marketing cam-
paign must be developed to increase employee
motivation and understanding of, and guest
awareness of, the hotel's environmental initiatives.

Community Involvement: The fostering af coopera-
tive relationships with local government, charities,
businesses, and conservation and citizens groups
will enable the hotel to raore easily attain its goals.
A hotel must consider these categories in the

context of its awn particular circumstances in order
to maximize operating cost reductian and marketing
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revenue Each hotel wiII have a unique set of
variables.

At the Hyatt Regency Scottsdale, for exaxnple, a
comprehensive environmental program was
implemented in August 1995, In just a few months,
hotel operations and employee mindset had changed:
over 8.5 tons of leftover food was donated to Waste
Not in 1995; broken china from restaurants was
donated to a local college art department to make
mosaic tiles, and rhe hotel began paxticipating in
clean air and composting programs. The hotel
realized substantial cost savings thxough its
environmental endeavors.

HVS Eco Services has been established to help
hoteliers develop property-specific, lucrative
eni~ental programs. The consultation consists of
a property inspection ro evaluate the hotel's
environmental performance in the above~urlined
areas. Furthermore, hotels that are able to
demonstrate a heightened level of environmental
sensitivity are a~ the ECOTEL Certification, a
5&lobe award by which lodging facilities can
measure their environmental performance and on
which environmentally conscious travelers can base
their lodging decisions.

Understanding Patterns of
Travel in the Great Barrier
Reef Region: Implications for
Management of Coastal and
Marine Tourism

Dx; Gianna Moscardo
~!erative Research Centre for Reef Research
Departnrent of Tourism
! ames Cook University
Townsviile QLD 4811
Australia
Phone'. �7! 814Z54
Fax: �7! 251116
Email- 'Gianna.Moscardo@jcu.edrLau

A critical component of managing coastal and
marine tourism is understanding the patterns of'
tourism use of rhese areas. The Great Barrier Reef
 GBR!, visited by more than 1.3 million commercial
tourists in 1994, is one of Australia's major touxism

drawcards. Despite this significance, there is virtually
no data available on patterns of use of this area by
tourists. A search of the tourism and environmental
management literature indicates that such
information about tourists generally is scarce. In
response to this gap in the research data, one of the
core questions guiding a major research project
focused on tourism and the Great Barrier Reef is that
of undexstanding ~here and how tourists access the
GBR. This paper will report on a survey of over 1,600
tourists to the GBR region, which included questions
designed to elicit information on numbers of trips to
the GBR, points of departure, and types of operations
used. The survey abo measured various socio-
dernographic and psychogxaphic details of the
tourists. The resultmg data provides two levels of
information on coastal and marine tourist behaviour
in the GBR region. The first level is an overall
pattern of where and how visitors access the reef.
This overall pattern wiH be described, highlighting
the implications for such xnanagement issues as use
conflict and identifying sites of potential adverse
impacts. The second level will examine the
relationships between travel patterns and visitor
characteristics. The two major questions to be
addressed in the paper are concerned with the
identification of patterns of marine tourist behaviour
and explanations of this behaviour. The answers to
these questions are of significance in developing
models to explain and predict coastal and marine
tounsln patterns.
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Workshop � Enhancing Marine
Interpretation Through Better
Understanding

Dr. Gianna Moscardo

Colorative Research Centre for Reef Research
Department of Tourism
James Cook University
TownsviHe QLD 4811
Australia

Phone. �7! 814254
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Interpretarion is a major tool in the development
and management of sustainable coastal and marine
tourism, A major component of the Co-operative
Research Centre for Ecologically Sustainable
Development of the Great Barrier Reef  CRC-Reef
Research! is the study of tourism in the Great Barrier
Reef region. Within this research is a specific project
concerned with evaluating and developing quality
reef interpretation for tourists. This research project
involves cooperation between academic researchers,
protected area managers from several government
agencies, and commercial tour operators and their
staff. The project bases its research on several
assumptions derived from the literature on
interpretation and communication. The assumption
that guides this workshop is that efFective
interpretation must be based on a reliable and
detailed understanding of the intended audience.
This workshop will consist of a series of practical and
interactive exercises centered on the development of
interpretive activities for different types of marine
tourism situations. The workshop wiH provide
participants with an overview' of the reiearch project,
and then review data on Great Barrier Reef visitors
which includes reef experience, motivations, types oF
access preferred, and activity pattens. A series of
specific interpretive problems or questions then will
be presented, and participants wiH engage in various
exercises designed to use the available visitor
information to provide interpretive solutions or
answers. AdditionaHy, it is a goal of the workshop
that the participants will be able to contribute from
their own experiences with marine interpretation to
develop international answers to the Great Barrier
Reef questions.

The Effectiveness of an
Education Program in
Managing Marine Tourism

Education has long been touted as an answer to
managing tourists' impacts on natural ecosystems.
However, very litde empirical research has tested this
assumption. Research in the education pyschology
field shows rhat the link between knowledge
acquisition, attitude formulation, and behavior is
weak. Furthermore, changing human behavior
through education is a difficult and complex task. It is
therefore apparenr. that creating education pograms
which effectively manage murisrs' behavior and
which result in longer-term attitude and behavior
change is puticularly difFicult.

A number of cognitive psychology techniques such
as rhe use of "cognitive disson ince" and the
"affective" domain are applicable to marine tourism.
By incorporating these into an education program
specifically designed ro prompt envircinmenrally
responsible behavior, the ambitious objectives of
education prograrm for tourists may be attainable.
This paper reports on ihe testing oF this model at
Tanydooma, Australia. At this resort, tourisrs
regularly feed a group of wild dolphins.

The testing of the model revealed rhat an increase
in acceptance of and compliance with mariagement
regulations resulted. Furthermore, it was shown that
tourists' enjoyment was enhanced and their
knowledge in~, and a number of longer-term
behavior changes resulted. This finding is important,
for it is one of only a few case studies that quantify
the benefits of education programs in a marine
tourism situation. The implications of these fmdings
are clear, A carefully structured educational program
can be an effective mechanism for managing ~
and marine tourism.





This paper describes how survey research can be
used to deal with crowding, the contxol of visitor
impacts, and the establishment of user fees. Within
the framework of these management issues, the paper
extends the wilderness literature in such important
areas as carrying capacity, quotas, reservation systexns,
and willingness to pay  contingent valuation!.

This paper is illustrated with visitor surveys and
management actions introduced in the West Coast
Trail wilderness area of Pacific Rim National Park,
located on the west coast of Canada. Visitor research
was used to establish a quota of 52 people per day, a
telephone reservation systexn, and a user fee af $65,00
per person. Surveys indicated that visitors supported
these measures, and felt that crowding and resource
impairment had been reduced to acceptable levels.

Promoting Sustainable
Tourism: An Examination of
Compliance Behavior of
Ecotour Operations with
ECOtourisXn PrinCipleS

Ercan Sirakaya, Ph.D.
The Penn State University
School of Hotel, Restaurant and Recreation
Managexnent
214 Mateer Building
University Park, PA 16802-1307
USA

Phone-  814! 863-5757
Fax:  814! 863%257
Kxnaii: exs28@psu.edu

The purpcse of this study is to explain the
compliance behavior of ecotour operators with
ecotourism guidelines. Based on past research, a
conceptual fxamewoxt for compliance was built ancl
tested km its explanatory power. The items in the
Ecotourism Guidelines for Nanixe Tour Operarors
published by The Ecotourism Society TES �993!
were used to develop measures of ecotour operator
compliance.

Data for the study were gathered using a
structured, self-administered survey instrument. The
survey instrument was mailed to a sample of 326

ecotour operators in the U.S. and Ecuador during the
winter of 1995. Data were analyzed using forward
multiple regression,

The findings of this study support the conceptual
framework that compliance with rules, regulations, or
guidelines depends on several socio-psychological,
and socio. economic factors as well as the
characteristics of the ecotour operator/piness.
Specifically, the type of the social and economic
sanctions  e.g., bad publicity!, perceived threat of the
sanctions  personal or social!, familiarity with the
ecotourism principles, gender of the respondents,
perceived moral obligation, and revenue obtained
from ecotourism were found to be signiRicantly related
to compliance with the guidelines. Generally, ecotour
operators are hund to be compliant with most of the
itexns in the guidehnes.

In the light of these fmdings, the key strategy for
increasing oompliance seems to lie in the education
of tour operators with respect to ecotcaxrism principles
and developing appropriate guidelines for different
destinations. However, the power of socio-economic
sanctions cannot be neglected in pxomoting higher
compliance. There is a need fox an industry
organization to assume the role of coordmating, and
monitoring as well as disciplining the ecotourism
industry if the goals of sustainable ecotourism are to
be achieved.

Case Study: Creating and
Implementing a Recreation
Program Plan at Glacier Bay
National Park, Alaska

!ohn M. Sayder, Ph.D.
President, Strategic Studies, Inc.
General Manas~, Sandhill Crane Resort Jomt
Venture

2275 E. Arapahoe Rd. Suite 303
Littleeon, Colorado 8012Z
USA

Phone: �03! 797~
Fax: �03! 797 %68

Glacier Bay National Part, Alaska is the largest
marine park in the United States' National Part
system. The marme waters in this region are
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decisions. These tools enable the decision makers to
achieve the necesxuxry conditions for good decisions in
the coastal envirorunent, because they �! elicit and
transfer knowledge about qualitative and quantitative
factors, �! elicit and coxnbine stakeholders'
preferences, and �! enable adaptable decisions.

The case study demonstrates that no one tool can
help achieve every step of decision making, overcome
aH the complicating factors, or obtain aH the
necessary conditions. Combining tools in a structured
method offers the best results. The necessary
conditions can be more easily achieved so rhat the
chosen alternative will more closely reflect weH-
informed societal preferences.

Recreation Coastal
Management in Victoria,
Australia � Reviews Leading to
Actions?

John Tower
Department of Physical Education and Recreation
Victoria University of Technology
PO Box 14428
MCMC

Melbourne, Victoria 8000
Australia

Phoxm: 61 3 9688 4741
Fax: 61 3 968~891
Email: johntQ~~.vut.ed'

The Australian Resource Commission's Coastal
Zone Inquiry �993! and the Victorian Coastal
Recreation Study �993! provided strong
recommendations for tnaking impmvements in how
coastal areas are managed. Now that it has been more
than two yeaxs since these studies were completerL
there is a need to reflect on what war recommended
and to analyze how these recommendations have
been implemented.

The Austxalian state of Victoria will be used as a

case study to understand how cexstal and recreation
management issues are developing, The Victorian
Coastal Managexnent Act 1995 set a fxarnework for a
new system of coastal management for Victoria's
2000km coastline. The establishment of the
Victorian Coastal and Bay Managexuent Council, and

the eventual establishment of three Regional Coastal
Boards, is an Australian 6rsr that intends to restore
commonsense and coordination to the management
of Victoria's coastline.

The rhetoric and intentions of the new

management approach sound enccaxraging. This
investigation wiH briefly review what led to the
changes in management, explain how these
management changes are being r'mplemented, and
explore the impact of these ~ament changes on
Victoria's coastal activitie. The impact of the
changes wiH be analyzed through looking for tangible
outcomes based on input from a variety of
stakeholders in Victorian coastal services.

Coastal Tourism Planning
Using Multiple Objective
TechniqueS: The GullmaraS,
Philippines Experience

There is widespread recogrution that tourisxn must
move toward sustainabiliry by embracing a more
balanced planning approach This is especially nue
for many small islands in xhe Pacific where tourism is
being aggressively promoted, often wirh limited
attention given to the ovexsmAing socio-cultural,
economic, biophysical, and mstitutional panuneters.
ln a revealing Filipino case study, multiple objective
decision analysis  MODA! proved to be an eRective
contributor ro sustainable tourism planning.

On the smaH island-province of Guimaxas, MODA
focused the prelimiruuy planning efforts of the
Philippine Cocqxxative Farm Tourism Project The
Guimaras Pilot Project. The iterative and
participatory use of MODA was weH received, and
successfuHy inregrared local knowledge and values
into the planning process. This objecnves-based
approach also was successful at positioning the Farm
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ecosystexns including coral reefs, dunes, beaches, and
a hinter1and with unique fauna and flora. The
traditionally seminomadic Vezo fishermen have no
concept of customary marine tenure. Increasing
inland demand fot fish, coupled with marketing
opportunities and new fishing technologies, have
already led to substantial infiltration of the coastal
area by non-Vezo, including trading inonopolies and
entrepreneurs buying coastal land for tourist hotels,

The issues are how to conserve the coasta'1 areas
and reefs  a! as environments and  b! as a sustainable
resource for indigenous fisheries and ecotourism

The problems considered are how to develop
management systems to minimize conflict between
competing resource users, such as tourist agencies,
tourists, local fisheries, entrepzmeurs, and others.
Solutions are put forward for discussion on this and
on how to channel tourism profits through local
community tnanagement structures with buih- in
research and conservation for sustainable use.

The Madagascar situation is discussed in the
context of experience from other areas, including Sri
Lanka, the Kenyan coast, Belixe, and Paxuuna, lts
relevance, however, lies as much in its parallels wirh
Torres Strait and some South Pacific islands.

Managing fox Ecologically
Sustainable Tourism Use of the
Great Barrier Reef World.
Heritage Area

Michael Vanderxee

Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Authority
PO Box 1379

Tow~viQe, Queensland 4810
Australia

Phoner �1! �7! 500 851
Fax: �1! �7! 726 093

The Great Barrier Reef %'orld Heritage Area is an
increasingly popular national and international
tourist destination, with visitors attracted to its
natural setting and values. Since the declssation of
the Great Baxrier Reef Marine Park m 1975 when
tourism was a relatively minor use, touxism use has
increased from an estimated 150,000 visitor days per

th» ~ly 1980s to 1.5 million visitor days
1~95 Tourism now is the main commercial use

e par1c, with an estixnated annual
economic value tc> ~e region of over $A1 billion.

For the past 20 Years the Great Barrier Reef
Marine Park AuW~ity  GBRMPA! has managed
tourism use in the Marine Park through the use of
zoning plans, envixe rzxnental impact assessment, and
permitting of indiv'idual operations and education
pp3gracM. Rapid ixl~eases in the level and ixitensity
of tourism use over the past three years particularly
in the offshore Cairns and Whitsunday 1sland areas
have challenged the existing approach and h ve
resulted in recogrzitioxz of the need to manage the
cumulative envirczrzrnental and socioeconomic
impacts of interisi+ e tourism use.

The GBRMFA is adopting a strategic reef-wide
approach to the rnarzagement of tourism use in order
to deal with issues such as anchor damage to coral,
displaceinent af existing users, protection of
mdigenous cultural arid heritage values, and the
maintenance of a diverse range of tourism values and
settings, while corztixzuing to focus on its primary
goal, rhe protection of the natural values of the Great
Barrier Reef.

'This paper preserits an outline of the issues
currently facing We GBRMPA in maxiaging tourism
use, and proposes art approach to ensure that tourism
use of the Great Baxrier Reef remxuxu sustainable.



Ecotourism and Marine
Reserves in Negros Oriental
 Philippines!: A Sustainable
Source of Income for Fishing
Communities?

Beige Peter Vogt
Centre for the Estabbshrnent of Marine Reserves ia
Negrua Oriental  CEMRINO!
109 San jose Extension
FOB 187
6200 Dumaguete
Philippines
Phone: + 63 35 225 3961
Fax- .+ 63 35 225 5563
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The coral reef marine reserve of Apo Island,
Philippines is widely regarded as an impressive success
of community-based reef conservation. The reserve
attracts increasing numbers of tourists as well as
environmental groups, thus generating addicional
income and promoting reef protection. An attempt is
being made to evaluate the economic benefits of the
protected area for fishermen, resort owners and dive
tour operators.

The question has been raised as to whether this
model can be applied to the orher reserves in Negros
Oriental, producing similar economic benefits.
Therefore, some typical sites are described in terms of
amactivity and accessibility to ecotourism. The
pocential for ecotourism varies greatly between the
other 15 protected inshore and oflshore reefs, with
some sites showing considerable potential for
ecotourism development. An initial step has been
made by marking reserves to help tourists locate the
tee& as well as rn promote a high-piofxle campaign for
reef conservation.

The cost-benefit analysis of Apo Mand marine
reserve allows some conclusions to be drawn as to
what extent other ftshimg commuxuties may benefit
from tourism, Special emphasis has been placed on
comparison of advantages and disadvantages for
fishermen, as oppceed to resort owners and dive tour
operators.

Joint Management of Marine
Parks

Stephen Wearing
School of Leisure and Tourism Studies
University of Technology, Sydney
Kuring~ Campus
Austntlia

Phoae: �2! 330 536?
Fax: �2! 330-5195

Living ~ithin 20 kilometers of the Australian
coastline are 121,000 Aboriginal and Torres Strait
Islander people � rtearly half the ixxligenous
population. Coastal land, marine, and estuarine
resources continue to be of great cultural and
economic importance to Aboriginal aad Toxres Strait
islander people Aboriginal people currently have no
role in fisheries management and Aboriginal
participation in Australian marine park management,
so far has been Iimiced to one Aboriginal member of
the Great Barrier Reef Marine Park Conmltacive
Commitcee.

The concerns and conflicts expressed by
representatives of indigenous peoples relace to the
lack of opportunities for involvement in decision
makixig relating to marine parks. The above concerns
embrace a wide range of issues relating to the
management of the resources of the coastal zone, and
arise from perceptions of inadequate levels of
participation by Aboriginal and Islander people in
che management of what they regard as their
traditional domains boch on land and in th» sea.
Participation is seen to be inadequate in thxee
respects: recognition of traditional ownership, Joint
management arrangements, and consultation
procedure. Aboriginal communities often are
expected to take a Euro-Australian approach to
organizing representation and operation within a
Euro-Australian bureaucratic frameworlr.. If this
approach is alien to the Aboriginal commuruties,
then it logically must place them at a disadvantage in
the process of negotiating Aboriginal rights and
interests.

Aboriginal comxnunities therefore must have
opportunities to present a position on joint
managemenr issues in a manner and setting that is
culturally appropriate. Community studies operating
from within Aborigmal communities can provide the
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xnechanism and techniques for achieving this by
efFectively translating issues for understanding across
cultural bamexs, and thus produce both more
effective management and better understanding,

Old Michi ViHage Community
project: Islander Ecotourism
and Community Conservation

Ecotoutism has become a key component m the
growing tourisxn industry of the South Pacific but
with the customs and traditions of this region it
requires careful consideration before it can be
efFectively developed. A nuxnber of NGOs, such as
World Wide Fund for Nature, are seeking to develop
community-based approaches that effectively enable
the community to determine rhe outcomes. The
belief that ecotourism can be the economic saviour
for countries such as the Solomon Islands has seen
rapid growth of econ~ in circumstances where
ofterl there is a lack of understanding of the
sociopolitical structures of the country, particularly at
the local level. Development problexns facing
ecotourism are largely similar to those experienced in
agriculture and most forms of urban and xural land
use. Ixl the Solomon Islands, developn1ent planning
of any kind is not a traditional activity.

In order to understand the present issues facing the
development of ecotourisxa in the Solomon blands, a
review is provided here of a local project in Matovr,
Western Province, Solomon Islands The Old Michi
Village Community Project  Rapita Lodge! is a
community-based project that provides insights into
the sociopolitical realities of ecorourism at the
community level. Tourism developxnent is a prime
ctmsuxner OF a COlnmunity'S valuable land rescsxrce.s,
as are the products associated with it. Such changes
often involve a transfer of pawn relationships,
particularly where this is exercised IocaHy thxxaxgh

control over land and its use. The reactions to this
within these communities can vary greatly, but the
impacts on them and their often delicately balanced
sociocultural relationships present problems for all
those involved in the process of ecotourism
development. This chapter presents a case study of
the proceSs, conxmunity contrOl, and reactiOnS, while
providing suggestions for obtaining successful
outCOmeS COX1SiStent with beSt practice in ecotOuriSm
managelrlent.

Tourism Growth and the
Makah Nation
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The Make Nation is located on the most
northwest tip of Washimgton's Olympic Peninsula. In
recent years, the nuxnber of visitors to Neah Bay arid
Oxette has steadily increased. The Tribe recoi~ixes
the need for change ro accommodate this increase.
Surveys have been taken to develop community
awareram and opinion. The suxveys reveal that the
community is supportive of increases in tourism
where it links to tribal artisans and business
development. The surveys also indicate that there is
an urgent need for more food services, lodging, and
campground development.

The Tribe organized the Makalu Visitoxs Bureau,
which represents the mbal and business communities.
The Visitors Buxeau is responsible for disseminating
tOuriSm infOrXXlatiOn and informmg the COmmunity
on omrism plans and developments, as well as
encouraging beautification of neighborhoods and
enhancing highways, trails, and beaches. Tllrcaxlb
this organization, the tribe is networking with nearby
chalnbers of commerce by attending xneetings and
seHlHlars and by sharHlg brochures arid information
on the history and cubxlre of the Makah Tribe. The
Tribe also hired Deaxl Runyan Associates of Portland,
Oregon to complete a tourism study of Neah Bay and
the Ozette archaeological site. The I:sxxpose of the



study was to answer questions such as: How many and
what type of tourists visit the area? Are these type of
visitors economically beneftcial? Do we need to
change focus to attract other types of tourists or
should we discourage tourism growth? The Tribe is
responding by sharing the results with the
community, surveying their opinions, developing
trails, tmproving on- and of-reservation signage, and
planning touristn facilities.

A main factor leading to the increase in tourist
visits is the discovery in the 1970s of the Ozette
archaeological site of an ancient Makah whaling
village, perfectly preserved in a mud slide. This was
followed in 1980 by the construction of a world-class
museum to house the thousands of artifacts recovered
in the archaeological site. ln 1991, Natiottal
Geographic magatine featured a story on the "Ancient
Makah Whaling Society." ln 19941, public television
released a video called Gift fiom the Past, a
documentary of modem Makah society and its
relationship to the Osette archaeological discovery.

Another factor contributing to increased outside
interest is that Neah Bay and Ozette are located
adjacent to the Olympic National Park and the Cape
Hattery Wildlife Refuge. Also, the designation in
1995 of the Olympic Coast Marine Sanctuary, a
NOAA program that originates in Neah Bay, sparked
new interest in the coastal waters and reefs. %e also
are membets of the North Olympic Visitors S.
Convention Bureau of Port Angeles, Washington,
which is very supportive in terms of advertising to the
ecotourist. Foreign and U.S. tourists are increasingly
interested in and curious about the culture and
traditions of Native American Tribes.

The Tribe has planned for increased growth by
constructing infrastructure, Entrepreneurial training
is being offered to triba ~rs. This will assist
members in prexy for secondary businesses that
w ill develop from increased growth. Growth
management plans indude constructing a year-round
safe harbor marina with 200+ boar slips, to be
completed in 1997. Regulatory guidelines for land
and development are being documented. The Makah
Tribal Council has appomted a Land Use
Development Team responsible for identifying land
for business, industrial, and home site development.
The Tribe has developed an environmental program
and is in the process of adopting environmental
policy and regulations A Transpc~tian Planner has

been hired to assist in planning for intetmodal
transportation and land use development.

The Matah Nation has considerable potential for
tnarine and ecotourism development. According to
the resp~ oF surveys, the general opinion is that
tourism growth should be gradual and should have
limited impact on the communities. Most
importantly, tourism growth rates should not infringe
upon tribal sovereignty.

Marine Parks Malaysia.'
Tourism Impacts and
Conservatian Awareness
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One of the matusgement goals of Malaysia's marine
parks is to «ncoutaige tourism and recreational uses
that are compatible with rhe primary goal of
conserving natural resources. The recent rapid,
unexpected growth of tourism poses new challenges
for park torment. This may require a
reassessment of the present top-down, activity-
focused management approaches, overlapping
jurisdiction of land and water resources and external
threats to ensue erective impact management.

This study was aimed at gaining some preliminary
understanding into the tourism phenomenon, using
Payar island Marine Park as a case example. This
small case study was a quick analysis of a seldom-
studied situation. Respondents were asked to identify
tourism/recreational activities in this park, impacts of
tourism and external threats, and types of
tnanagement and interpretive activities they felt were
required for tourists' enjoyment of the part as well as
for ccatservation of resources. Eight marine park
managers, with direct involvement in the planning
and management of this park resporded to a
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questionnaire and provided additional, environrnent-
related information about the park through persona!
communication. In addition, face-to-face interviews
were conducted with 12 tour operators based in
Langkawi Island. Descriptive statistics are given to
provide preliminary msights into the two groups'
perceptions of tceuisrn and conservation. Both
managers and tour operators agreed that it is
important for marine parks to be protected in
perpetuity. Marine parks also should be promoted as
areas for enjoyment, learning, and appreciation
However, tour operators felt that information
required for instilhng awareness about the park is
inadequate. Implications of these findings and other
perceptions on management and conservation for
planning, management, and interpretation are
presented.

Sea Kayaks as Vehicles for
Sustainable Development of
Coastal and Marine Tourism
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Because it is inexpensive, safe, easy to leam, and
environmentally friendly, the modern sea kayak has
emerged as an ideal watercraft for exploring coastal
regions and fot observing wildlife in quiet and
solitude. Sea kayaking is the fastest growing segtnent
of the raarine sport industry, and there is a rapidly
expanding international market for kayak touring to
exotic destinations worldwide. This simple
technology has th» potential to open up coastal

environments the way SCUBA opened up the
underwater world.

Four types of kayaking ate described: recreational,
ecotourism, wilderness, and adventure. Kayak
experiences and participants are defined by various
mixes of rhese four basic types.

Two models are used to illustrate the role of sea
kayaking in the sustainable development of coastal
and marine tourism, The first is an assessment of the
mature sea kayaking mdustry in Belize, Central
America. The second model is Micronesia, where the
mdustry is in an early stage of development. In both
cases, information is presented regarding the
economic, social, educationai, and environmental
aspects of sea kayaking in developing countries.
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Tourism is South Carolina's second largest mdustry,
with a $13 billion-per-year impact on the state' s
economy. Clustered near Hilton Head, Charleston,
and MyrtIe Beach, traditional golf, tennis, and beach-
related activities form the largesr. pans of the South
Carolina tourist economy. However, abundant and
relatively undisturbed natonal rearm~ in close
proximity to developed areas make South Carolina an
ideal setting for domestic nature travel. With the
continuing support of the National Coastal Resources
Research Institute  NCRI!, staff and faculty of South
Carolina Sea Grant and Clemson University have
worked to establish the value of nature-based tourism
as a tool for sustainable rural economic development,
conserving naturaI resources, and preserving the
unique character of smaII coastal communities. Their
efforts and the work of many volunteers have led to
the establishment of the South Carolina Nature-
Based Tourism ~iation, an educational
organisation of community leaders, naniral resource
managers, and touitsm businesses, The association's

accomplishments include the publication of
voluntary guidelines for nature-based tourim
planning and management, a bi-monthly newsletter,
three annual state-wide nature-based tourism
educational conferences, and a series of in-service
ttainings for practicing natural resource interpreters.
In 1996, the association will begin a project to create
a state-wide directory of South Catolina nature-based
tourism businesses and resources. The directory will
provide the basis for a pilot industry marketing effort,
a subsequent analysis of visitor satisfaction, and a
preliminary attempt to assess the economic impact of
nature travelers.

The Economic and Marketing
Benefits of SOlar POmer
Applications for Ecotourism
Anita Fenichel
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Often called "solar electricity," photovoltaic is the
direct conversion of sunlight to electricity. It is an
attractive alternative to conventional sources of
electricity for many reasons: it is silent, non-
poIluting, and renewable; it requires no special
training to operate; it is modular and versatile; having
no moving parts, it is extremely reliable and virtually
maintenance free; and it can be installed abnost
anywhere. Photovoltaic are especially well-suited to
ecotourism applications, providing reliable,
environmentally friendly electricity for all aspects of
an ecomen, froin poweting of construction
equipment and facility lighting to cooking, hot water
 incIuding swimming poob!, water purification, and
imgation. In addition, cceiservation of energy
resources is a powerful marketing tooL A number of
resort facilities currently are profi ting from solar
power, several case studies of tourist facilities
profiting from successful applications of solar hot
water systems, solar ice makers, refrigeration, and
power for Iightmg will be presented.
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ln the 1980s when Atlantis Submarines pioneered
the first passenger submersible operation, underwater
tourism was limited primarily to snorkeling and scuba
diving. Passenger submarines open& the undersea
world to the average person and created a vast new
market. Over the past decade, underwater tourism has
been a rapidly growing market segment of world
tour sm. Increasing interest in the undersea world,
steady growth of world living standards, and the
amount of leisure time have created a more
sophisticated market that is searching for new
experiences. Meeting the needs of this tnarket, as well
as the challenges af a successhrl start up and
sustaining an operation, takes innovation, planning,
analysis, and development of an appropriate
marketing portfolio.

Marine tourism products, or activities, are varied,
and careful analysis must be made to ensure the right
product or mix of products for an existing market. As
an example, Atlantis considers site selection as a
crucial component to success. Three major categories
are considered in evaluating potential operatmg sites:
I! operational considerations; 2! market trends and
potennal; and 3! political, econcaruc, and business
envirorunent. Each product or activity is evaluated
independently, and once a site is selected and
infrastructure established, other activities can easily
be added later as the market allows.

Submarine rours are the core business of Atlantis;
however, like many other operators, we recognised
the need to diversify in order to meet the demands of
today's market. For example, last year we launched
Atlantis Adventures, which embodies a collection of
products that meet different market needs. The

products that Atlantis has introduced require less
capital investment and fewer guests to ensure their
success. Marketing synergism, economy of scale, and
increased retail potential are achieved when a site has
more than one product to offer.
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The hnportant Place of
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and the Challenges to I'inding
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This paper gives an overview of tnarinas in the
United States � their existing nuinbers, size, location,
and economic significance; the necessary role of
government in recreational boating facilities
development; the marine manufacturing and tourist
industries' vested interests in boat access to
recreational waters; and regulatory and multiple
watelWay uSe COnfliCt prablemS Surrounding boating
facilities development. Because of the CMT 1996
locale, the focus is on marinas in the Pacific States,

Recreational boating facilities developers today are
embattled by environmental issues, scarcity of
desirable waterfront property, and spirited, oftentimes
acrimonious competition by other water users. The
paper weighs the importance of marinas to national,
state, and local economies and the furure of the
boating industry and nautical tourism against
considerations of environmental impact and safety,
Long-term policy recommendations are made for
meeting the challenges to recreational boating
facilities development.

Special attention is given to increasing
government recognition that rnarinas are an asset to
their community, and the various ways governments
have found to nurture, protect, and even partner in
boating facilities development.

The author bases his observations on a lifelong
career in the recreational boating industry and ke
several hats he wears as the director of the boating
facilities department of the national trade association
for the recreational inarine inanufacturing industry,
the secretariat to a state government's organization
for boating access, and the secretary to the boating
facilities committee af an international council of
marine industry associations.

The Palau Conservation
Society: Environmental NGO
Working in Partnership with
Local Cormnunities, Agencies,
and Academia

Noe Yalap
PaLiu Conservation Society
PO Box 1811

Koror, Republic of Pahu 96940
Phone: �80! 488-3993
Fax: �80! 488-3990

After yeats of exploration, discussion, and work by
a group of environmentally conamxed and active
citizens, Palau Conservation Society  PCS! was
incorporated in 1994. The mission of PCS is to work
with the local community to preserve the nation's
unique environment, and to petpetuate its
conservation ethic for the economic and social
benefit of present and future generations of all
Palauans and for the enjoyment and education of all
who visit our island. This new non-governmental
organization is commitxed to protecting Palau's
environment through public awareness, research, and
the promotion of sustainable developtnent policies.
The accomplishments of PCS can be traced to its
non~nfrontational approach and to its strong
pannerships with local communities, government
agencies, and the international scientific community.

While not directly involved with tourism, PCS is
helping to build a solid environmental appmach in
development efforts that will lend itself to more
responsible tourism in Palau. An example is the
grouper aggregation project. Through this research
and education project, PCS is helping the local
community define sustainable econotruc development
options for their area. PCS is educaring the
community about the special ecological importance
of their waters as a spawning area for groupers and
other popular fish. Consequently, a fishing-oriented
type of tourism would not be appropriate, but perhaps
an educational or "wikHife-viewing" type of tourism
might be tnore suitable. This presentation will cover
some of the methods used, the role of this NGO in
the development process, and decisions inade.
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